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Abstract
Recently, there has been growing interest in identifying pat-
terns for the domain of system security, termed security pat-
terns. Currently, those patterns lack comprehensive struc-
ture that conveys essential information inherent to security
engineering. This paper describes research into investigating
an appropriate template for security patterns that is tailored
to meet the needs of secure systems development. In order
to maximize comprehensibility, we make use of well-known
notations such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
to represent structural and behavioral information. Further-
more, we investigate how verification of requirements prop-
erties can be enabled by adding formal constraints to the pat-
terns.

1 Introduction
In today’s systems with various communication features, se-
curity considerations are of greater interest than ever before.
Therefore, a fair amount of additional security expertise is
needed to meet non-functional security requirements [10].
A common approach to overcoming knowledge gaps among
developers is to use patterns (e.g., analysis patterns [5], de-
sign patterns [6], specification patterns [3], etc.). In the se-
curity domain, it is challenging to capture and convey infor-
mation in order to facilitate security engineering, which can
often be an abstract goal. In this paper, we describe a col-
lection of security patterns using a template similar to that
used to describe design patterns [6]. We modified the design
pattern template to better suit the presentation of security-
specific and requirements-oriented information in order to
facilitate reuse of security knowledge.

Providing expertise that significantly improves system de-
velopment with respect to security is an ambitious goal. In
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contrast to functional requirements that have a concrete so-
lution, security can be subjective and highly dependent on
the environment. Other pattern-based approaches like the
well-known design patterns from Gamma et al. [6] are be-
lieved to greatly enhance productivity of the software devel-
opment process. Unfortunately, the structure used for var-
ious pattern templates is not sufficient to portray some key
security-relevant aspects. More specifically, several recent
approaches [4, 11, 14] that have attempted to apply patterns
to the field of security use the original or a slightly modi-
fied design pattern template. The enhanced security pattern
template presented herein contains additional information,
including behavior, constraints, and related security princi-
ples, that addresses difficulties inherent to the development
of security-critical systems.

The security needs of a system depend highly on the environ-
ment in which the system is deployed. By introducing and
connecting general security properties with a pattern’s sub-
stance, the developer may gain security insight by reading
and applying the pattern. Furthermore, behavioral informa-
tion and security-related constraints are included in our secu-
rity pattern template. The developer can use this information
to check if a specific design and implementation of the pat-
tern is consistent with the essential security properties.

Our augmented security pattern template enhances the com-
munication of security-specific knowledge that is related to
a concrete application. Furthermore, by using our previously
developed UML formalization framework [9] that supports
the generation of formally specified models (defined in terms
of Promela, the language for the Spin model checker [7]),
the security pattern template can facilitate the verification
of security-relevant properties. (Hydra [9] generates formal
specifications from the UML diagrams, and MINERVA pro-
vides support for graphical construction of UML diagrams
and visualization of analysis results depicted in terms of the
original UML diagrams [2].) Hence, overall security can be
improved during the development process by applying this
pattern-based approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 defines security patterns and introduces our template.
Using our previous work into formalizing UML and formally
analyzing UML diagrams against specific properties, Sec-



tion 3 overviews example analyses that we applied to the
models from a case study. Finally, in Section 4, we sum-
marize the work and discuss future investigations. The Ap-
pendix contains an example security pattern, the Check Point
Security Pattern.

2 Security Patterns
In order to facilitate technology transfer, we used the de-
sign pattern template [6] as the basis for describing secu-
rity patterns. Fields retained from the design pattern tem-
plate are: Pattern Name and Classification, Intent, Also
Known As, Motivation, Applicability, Structure, Partici-
pants, and Collaborations. We also added several new fields
to capture information specific to security and emphasiz-
ing requirements-level information, such as Behavior, Con-
straints, and Supported Security Principles. The next section
describes the modifications to the design pattern template in
more detail.

Security Pattern Template
We altered several of the fields from the design pattern tem-
plate in order to convey more security-relevant information
than the original template. Below is a list of the fields that
we modified or added to the design pattern template in order
to describe security patterns.

• Applicability (Altered) : The Applicability field is im-
portant in determining if a pattern is applicable to a sys-
tem; it describes circumstances and identifies assump-
tions under which the pattern should be applied or when
an application is not beneficial. This field also indi-
cates whether it addresses application-level, host-level,
or network-level security.

• Behavior (Added) : To illustrate behavior and interac-
tion more rigorously, UML state and sequence diagrams
depict the behavioral aspects of a pattern.

• Constraints (Added) : The Constraints field contains
global conditions that have to apply in order for the se-
curity pattern to achieve its intended goal. For example,
the Single Access Point Pattern constraints describe that
access to internal entities must be only possible through
the single access points. If those constraints are vio-
lated, such as by a user using a dial-up connection from
within the system to external entities, then the Single
Access Point Pattern can no longer achieve its intended
functionality, and therefore security. Additionally, it
contains LTL constraints in the spirit of the specifica-
tion patterns by Dwyer et al. [3] that should be satisfied
after a pattern was applied.

• Consequences (Altered) : Altered to convey a set of
possible consequences, defined in terms of security
properties, including accountability, confidentiality, in-
tegrity, availability, performance, cost, manageability,
and usability. (The identification of these properties
were based on a set of properties identified by Kien-
zle [8]. For each security pattern, we describe how the
pattern affects these properties.)

• Related Security Patterns (Added) : Describes a pat-
tern’s relationships to other security patterns.

• Supported Principles (Added) : The Supported Prin-
ciples field refers to the ten principles identified by
Viega and McGraw [12] as being fundamental to the
development of secure systems.1 Therefore, as a guide
to the developer, we include a list of principles that are
supported for each security pattern. Sample principles
include, “secure the weakest link,” “practice defense in
depth,” “fail securely,” etc.

Current Repository of Security Patterns
Table 1 contains a brief description of the intent of security
patterns that we have currently specified in terms of our se-
curity template. More details about the security patterns can
be found in [13] and an example pattern, the Check Point Se-
curity Pattern, can be found in the Appendix. Note that sev-
eral of these patterns have been discussed at varying levels
of detail by others [4, 14], where the emphasis of the previ-
ous work was on architectural-level specifications or security
frameworks. In contrast, our pattern template contains fields
that emphasize requirements-level information, such as be-
havior and global constraints.

Using our template, we have added information and/or clar-
ified several issues surrounding the use of these patterns, in-
cluding the construction of UML diagrams (both static and
behavioral diagrams), how the pattern relates to fundamental
security principles, and how security properties can be for-
mally checked. By having a more comprehensive descrip-
tion of the patterns, the information in our template can be
used for requirements analysis as well as design-level devel-
opment, thus potentially increasing the scope of applicability
when compared to the original descriptions of the patterns.

Similar to design patterns [6], we can classify our security
patterns into the categories Creational, Structural, and Be-
havioral. Table 2 shows this classification, as well as each
pattern’s focus for addressing security, defined in terms of
application-level, host-level, and network-level. In order to
give a high-level perspective on the purpose of each pattern,
Table 2 illustrates each pattern’s relationship to the ten secu-
rity principles [12].

3 Security Pattern-Driven Modeling and Analysis
In this section, we briefly present a process for modeling
and analyzing secure systems using security patterns. We
demonstrate how this process can be applied to a simple e-
commerce system.

Process for Using Security Patterns
Figure 1 overviews the process for using security patterns
that enables simulation and model checking of the resulting
system models.

1. Use the security patterns to construct a basic foundation
1These principles are similar to the security principles previously iden-

tified by Saltzer and Schroeder [10].



Single Access Point: Improve control and monitoring by defining a single interface for communication with
system external entities.

Check Point: Check incoming requests for violations and take appropriate actions.
Roles: Abstract rights from specific subjects, thereby facilitating maintenance of complex

privilege structures.
Session: Provide different parts of a system with global information about a user currently in-

teracting with internal components.
Full View with Errors: Prevent users from performing illegal operations while failing securely.
Limited View: Avoid illegal operations by offering users only valid operations.
Authorization: Facilitate access control of resources.
Multi-level Security: Handle access in a system with various security classification levels. (Imposes Bell-

Lapadula model [1] for preserving confidentiality among different levels.)
Table 1: Current list of security patterns
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Table 2: Security pattern overview

for the system and refine the UML high-level structural
and behavioral models of the system (Figure 1, Step A).

2. Use Hydra [2, 9] to perform consistency checks (Fig-
ure 1, Step B) and generate a Promela model of the sys-
tem from the UML diagrams (Figure 1, Step C).

3. Using MINERVA’s [2] visualization utilities to display
simulator output within the context of the UML dia-
grams, simulate the model from the first step for vali-
dation purposes (Figure 1, Step D), and then refine the
system model if errors are discovered.

4. Specify properties for the system by instantiating the
specification patterns from the Constraints field of secu-
rity patterns (Figure 1, Step E). Determine which parts
of the system are relevant to a given property to be
checked, and introduce abstractions for the remaining
parts of the system where possible. To simplify analy-
sis, create equivalence classes for attribute values when
possible.

5. Use a model checker (e.g., SPIN [7]) to determine if
the properties are satisfied. If errors are detected, then
use MINERVA’s [2] visualization utilities to display the

counterexample in terms of the UML diagrams, and
then refine the system model. (Figure 1, Step F)

Construction of UML Models
We use a small e-commerce system (eBiz) as a working ex-
ample to demonstrate how security patterns can be used to
construct UML models for a secure system. For the eBiz ex-
ample, we applied the Authorization, Check Point, and Sin-
gle Access Point security patterns to construct a basic foun-
dation for the system model defined in terms of UML struc-
tural (class) and behavioral (state) diagrams. Then, using
our formalization work and tool suite, we analyzed security-
relevant properties using model checking. We focus in the
subsequent security analysis of the system on constraints re-
lated to the Check Point Pattern.

General security requirements depict that an unauthorized
access to the system should not be possible and triggers
a countermeasure. In order to determine whether an ac-
cess is authorized, the SecurityPolicy class is used.
(In our example system, the security policy is modeled as
an access matrix in the Authorization class that deter-
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Figure 1: Process for using security patterns

mines, based on the sender and receiver identity of a mes-
sage, whether access is granted. A different name is chosen
because a security policy usually contains more information
than an access matrix.)

Figure 2 depicts the UML object diagram of the eBiz
system. The diagram contains eight objects, where the
SYSTEMCLASS is used only to define the initializa-

tion and instantiation process of the system. (The bold
rectangle labeled SYSTEM illustrates the boundary be-
tween the eBiz system and external entities making re-
quests; it is not a UML construct.) The nondeterministic
ExternalRequestGenerator randomly creates mes-
sages that simulate external access requests to the system
and are sent to the SingleAccessPoint. Before a
message is forwarded to the CheckPoint, a logging re-
quest is sent to the Log object. Upon arrival of a mes-
sage, the CheckPoint consults the Authorization
object to determine whether the access is permissible or
not. In case of an access violation, the CheckPoint trig-
gers the execution of a CounterMeasure. If the mes-
sage is consistent with the privilege structure represented
by Authorization, then the request is forwarded to the
InternalEntity. Success or refusal of access is fi-
nally reported to the external entity that is represented by
the ExternalRequestGenerator.

The CheckPoint state machine is depicted in Figure 3
and is based on the high-level state diagram of the Check
Point Pattern depicted in Figure 7. Directly after the starting-
transition, the CheckPoint sends a ready() notification to
the SYSTEMCLASS and enters its MainIdle state. This
state can only be left by one transition that is triggered by a
checkMsg(sender,recipient,accessType) event. Once all in-
formation is available in the CheckPoint class, a con-
firmation of the Authorization class is requested and
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Log:

Internal
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requests
access from
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Figure 2: UML object diagram for eBiz

the state waitAuth is activated. The CheckPoint class
remains in this state until the Authorization responds
with its authOK(grantAccess) event. Then the ProcessRe-
quest state is reached. The grantAccess attribute con-
tains the evaluation of the Authorization class. The
variables sender, recipient, and accessType are re-
set to zero after the processing of a request is completed.
Depending on the value of the grantAccess variable,
the state machine enters either the AccessDenied or the
AccessGranted state. Both states lead to a return to the
MainIdle state. Yet, the transition leaving the AccessDe-
nied state triggers a counter measure whereas the transition
from the AccessGranted state to the MainIdle state initi-
ates the access to the InternalEntity.

As an abstraction to simplify analysis, we created equiv-
alence classes for several system attributes representing
request status, communication status, and sender/receiver
identity. Figure 4 lists the eBiz system’s attributes and their
possible values. The attributes (variables) with value unde-
termined indicate that the corresponding object is in between
completing a request and the arrival of a new request.

Analysis of Security Properties
Using our approach, we checked specification-pattern-
influenced [3] constraints from the Authorization, Check
Point, and Single Access Point security patterns against the
Promela specifications of the UML models of the eBiz sys-
tem. We instantiated these constraints in terms of linear time
temporal logic (LTL) to enable analysis with the Spin model
checker. Due to space constraints, we present analysis of
properties from only the Check Point security pattern. All of
the following properties were generated by instantiating the
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Figure 3: UML state diagram of the CheckPoint class

LTL pattern templates that can be found in the description of
the Check Point Security Pattern.

Property CHK1, a general security constraint, states that an
unauthorized access leads to the activation of a countermea-
sure. This constraint can be expressed in LTL as !(p!("q))
(it is always the case that if p, then eventually q). In terms
of the eBiz system, the CHK1 property can be expressed as
shown in Row 1 of Table 3, meaning that it is always the
case that if the CheckPoint (CP) denies access to a re-
quest (grantAccess==2), then eventually a countermea-
sure (CM) will become triggered (triggered==1). (Note
that the names of the objects have been abbreviated in Ta-
ble 3 for ease in presentation purposes.)

Property CHK2 checks whether integrity or confidentiality
is compromised after the CheckPoint has denied access
to a request. In order to verify that a request remains unsuc-
cessful after its refusal, we use the property: !(p!(q U r))
(it is globally true that p infers q until r). Instantiated for the
eBiz system, the CHK2 property can be expressed as shown
in Row 2 of Table 3, meaning that it is always the case that if
the CheckPoint (CP) denies access to a request, then the
ExternalRequestGenerator (ERG), and hence, the
current request, is not successful (success==0) until the
ExternalRequestGenerator sends the next request
(waiting==0).

Property CHK3 embodies an availability constraint. It
verifies that when a CheckPoint grants access to a
request, the internal entity notifies the external entity of
the access’ successful completion. The property has the
structure: !(p!(("q) U r)) (it is globally true that p infers
eventually q until r). In terms of the eBiz system, the CHK3

property can be expressed as shown in Row 3 of Table 3,
meaning that it is always the case that if the CheckPoint
(CP) grants access to a request (grantAccess==1),
then eventually the ExternalRequestGenerator
(ERG) is successful (success==1) until the
ExternalRequestGenerator sends the next request
(the eventually operator " is needed because notification of
success does not occur immediately).

All three CheckPoint-related properties (CHK1, CHK2,
and CHK3) shown in Table 3 were eventually successfully
verified using the Spin model-checker. During the iterative
verification process, the model checking was able to detect
various errors that were visualized by MINERVA in terms
of the UML diagrams, thus facilitating the model refine-
ment process. For example, one error was uncovered in the
state diagram of the Authorization class. Figure 5 shows an
excerpt from the faulty UML state diagram, including the
faulty transitions. We inadvertently defined the wrong recip-
ient in the highlighted transitions.

Instead of recipient=2 on the left transition and recipient!=2
on the right transition from Sender 3, we specified recipi-
ent=1 (left) and recipient!=1 (right). This error did not cause
a deadlock, because the two transitions were still disjunct
and complete, but the logic did not correctly represent the
access structure of our system. The error caused the system
to grant unauthorized access, if sender 3 requested read ac-
cess to recipient 1. Furthermore, sender 3 was not able to
read from recipient 2 although it had authorization.

4 Conclusions
This paper has presented a template for security pat-
terns that addresses difficulties inherent to the development
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Figure 4: Possible values for eBiz system attributes

ID LTL property Expression p Expression q Expression r
CHK1 (p(q)) (CP.grantAccess==2) (CM.triggered==1)

CHK2 (p(q U r)) (CP.grantAccess==2) (ERG.success==0) (ERG.waiting==0)

CHK3 (p((q) U r)) (CP.grantAccess==1) (ERG.success==1) (ERG.waiting==0)

Table 3: Check Point security properties instantiated for eBiz

of security-critical systems, including identifying security-
specific consequences of applying a pattern, formally speci-
fying security-oriented constraints, and explicitly identifying
which security-specific development principles are being ad-
dressed when applying a given pattern. Using these patterns,
developers new to addressing security issues during systems
development can gain insight into how security concerns can
be modeled and analyzed starting from the requirements en-
gineering phase. It is important to understand that security
patterns are not a “silver bullet” that can make any system
secure if applied. The patterns have to be analyzed for ap-
plicability, and the consequences, liabilities, and constraints
of a pattern have to be understood for its application to be
successful.

When used with our previous UML formalization work [9]
and tool suite [2], security patterns can facilitate rigorous
analysis of security-relevant properties. Using the pattern-
based approach, security aspects can be addressed during
early phases of software development, thereby reducing
error-prone post-design security modifications.

We are continuing to expand this work in several directions.
First, we are exploring how constraints that capture various
beliefs about security can be incorporated into the security
pattern template. Second, we are also investigating whether
the domain of an application plays a role in specifying se-
curity patterns. Finally, we are exploring the use of timing
information when specifying security properties.

A Check Point
The Check Point Pattern that is explained herein is also part
of a variation of Yoder’s and Barcalow’s framework for ap-
plication security [14]. The fields Structure, Participants,
Collaborations, Constraints, Consequences, and Supported
Principles contain new information, where the emphasis is
on requirements-level information. The other sections were
based in part on information from Yoder’s and Barcalow’s
pattern.

• Pattern Name and Classification
The Check Point Pattern is a structural pattern.

• Intent
Check Point proposes a structure that checks incoming
requests. In case of violations, the Check Point is re-
sponsible for taking appropriate countermeasures.

• Also Known As
The Check Point Pattern is also referred to as [14]:

– Access Verification,
– Authentication and Authorization,
– Holding off hackers,
– Validation and Penalization, or
– Make the punishment fit the crime.

• Motivation
In order to prevent unauthorized access, it is vital to





   









   





Figure 5: Faulty UML state diagram of the Authorization class

check who interacts in which manner with a system. It
can be a difficult task to determine whether a given ac-
cess should be granted or not. Any secure system needs
a component that monitors the current communication
and takes measures if necessary. Furthermore, usability
should not be affected by denying innocuous actions.
These tasks are specified in a component called a Check
Point.

• Applicability
Check Points are applicable for any security-relevant
communication. It can be used at each abstraction-level
from inside-application-level to network-level.
In order to perform a check, the system needs to have
a policy that will be enforced. The Check Point im-
plementing that policy should be able to distinguish be-
tween user mistakes and malicious attacks.

• Structure
A Check Point is a component that analyzes requests
and messages. In order to monitor message flow it
needs to be placed between different parties that ex-
change data. A good position to install a Check Point
is wherever it can intercept a major part of the traffic.
Hence, a Single Access Point is most likely to be com-
bined with a Check Point - all messages will be moni-
tored. This structure is depicted in Figure 6.

• Participants

– CheckPoint

" implements a method to check messages ac-
cording to the current security policy.

" triggers actions that might be necessary to
protect the system against attackers.

" grants messages access, if they are consid-
ered innocuous.

– Countermeasure

" provides a set of actions that can be triggered
in order to react to an access violation.

– SecurityPolicy

" object that implements the rules that are ap-
plied to determine whether an access or con-
dition is allowed.

• Collaborations
The CheckPoint class monitors the message flow
between other components. The calling class re-
quests the CheckPoint to evaluate a certain mes-
sage. To determine whether a request is entitled or
not, the SecurityPolicy object is consulted. Once
it is approved, according to the policy, the request
will be forwarded to its intended recipient. If ille-
gal request attempts or attacks are uncovered, then the
CheckPoint triggers appropriate counteractions (im-
plemented in a CounterMeasure object).

• Behavior
Figure 7 shows the state diagram of the Check Point Pat-
tern. The CheckPoint evaluates a request and, based
on this evaluation, it either forwards the message or trig-
gers a countermeasure. The UML sequence diagrams
in Figure 8 shows a possible scenario where a message
is rejected by the CheckPoint. Three sequence dia-
grams have been elided due to space constraints and can
be found in [13].
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The actual behavior that is
represented by the composite
state "evaluate" depends on
the system's security policy.
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Figure 7: UML state diagram of the Check Point Pattern

• Constraints:

Figure 9 gives assumptions about global conditions that
must be applicable when applying the Check Point Pat-
tern. In contrast, the following properties should be sat-

isfied in the context of the pattern’s application:

– Security Property 1:
An unauthorized access leads to the activation of
a countermeasure.
!(‘‘Unauthorized Access’’ !

"(‘‘Countermeasure taken’’))

– Security Property 2:
When the Check Point Pattern denies a request,
it is important that the current request remains un-
successful until a new request is received. This en-
sures that integrity and confidentiality is not com-
promised after a request was denied.
!(‘‘Access denied’’ !

(‘‘Request unsuccessful’’
U ‘‘Next request’’))

– Security Property 3:
When an access is granted by the check point, then
the external entity should eventually be able to ac-
cess the system successfully until the next request
is received.
!(‘‘Access granted’’ !

"(‘‘Request successful’’))
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• Consequences:
Figure 10 enumerates the consequences of the Check
Point Pattern.

• Implementation
To be determined.

• Known Uses

– UNIX telnet application
– Windows NT login application

• Related Security Patterns
The Check Point Security Pattern enforces the cur-
rent security policy, by monitoring the traffic passing
through the Single Access Point. Once a request is ver-
ified positively, the Session Pattern can be used to grant
an external party access rights that exceed the current
request. The Role Security Pattern facilitates the man-
agement of access rights when assigned to a Session.

• Related Design Patterns
The Strategy Design Pattern [6] can be used to decouple
the Check Point from the actual implementation of the
security policy. Changes can be adopted more easily.

• Supported Principles
The Check Point Pattern can be used to secure the weak-
est link (Principle 1). Applied in combination with
other security mechanisms it practices defense in depth
(Principle 2). If the principle of least privilege (Princi-
ple 4) is part of the current security policy, then it will
be implemented in the check algorithm, used by Check
Point. Monitoring messages and other data shows re-
luctance to trust that they are harmless (Principle 9).
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